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Summer fades to autumn around him as an eye would roll and drift into slumber. And as the breeze 

trembles and howls across suburbia, a fallen leaf traipses its way into his home through a shattered window. But 

Wilson’s not there yet. He’s still on the phone in his car, driving home from his position as a part-time nothing. 

“Yeah that’s right. I’m quitting, ma. You can’t stop me either.” 

From our perspective we can’t hear much of her answer beside the fact that it’s one of anger and 

resentment. 

“I’m sick of living like this! I never wanted this life, this is what you wanted me to be,” he asserts, “I 

can’t go on living in misery. No matter how much you’ll lecture me on the importance of commitment, it’s not 

gonna work this time. I’m done.” 

Wilson abruptly thrusts his phone into the backseat of the car. Its glass screen reflects the dull grey hue 

of the outside, and as our perspective enhances, we see a tiny crack forming on the outskirts of the smooth 

surface. 

Driving past the houses of the borough, each new one resembling the previous, he slows and angrily 

maneuvers his vehicle against the curb. Stepping outside reveals what we already know; he spots the destroyed 

pane, its hundreds of shards scattered about his front lawn. The rage he contains works outward, consolidating 

the clenched tendons within his fist. In a kind of irate march, he approaches his home with the inferno inside of 

him slowly eating its way out into the world. The pulsating thump of his heartbeat harmonizes with the crunch 

of the glass beneath his feet. He bends down, picking up a translucent fragment. His position now in view of the 

fluttering curtains and the further off ventricle of his living room, Wilson spots the shape of a humanoid figure 

that stares out at him. 

“Get out of my house.” 

Wilson can hardly tell, but the figure’s lips seem to curve upward in a twisted kind of chaos as if to 

respond to his demand. But nothing is uttered except the sonorous chant of the wind through the branches of the 

trees. 

“I’m calling the police.” 

Upon returning to his car and opening the backseat door, Wilson is reminded of his frustration in the 

form of a broken cellphone. 

“Get out!” He yells into the house from afar, but the figure is gone. 

Frantically he rushes through his front door, quickly taking in the emptiness of the scene. 

“Do you know who I am?” 



Wilson jumps as the whisper enters his ear. He turns to see the figure, who we can now tell is, in fact, a 

man. His eyes shine like the gray light that envelops this suburbia, a dust cloud of commercialism and 

sameness. And Wilson does recognize the man. 

“Yes,” Wilson stammers. 

“And you know why I’m here?” the man asks. 

Wilson can feel the muscles of his neck clench and claw at his esophagus. 

“No,” Wilson lies. 

The man clears his throat before uttering, “You’ve gone again.” 

Wilson sits on the hardwood beneath him and his mind collapses into pensiveness. A silence ensues 

before the man slices through it. 

“And how would the police protect you from me, exactly? ” the man grins. 

Wilson looks up and snaps, “I don’t know, okay. I don’t know anything anymore. My life’s a mess.” His 

voice trails from fury to depression. 

The man squats next to him. Wilson can’t stop himself from letting his eyes drift into the void blackness 

of the man’s garments. 

“Mine is too,” the man remarks, grabbing Wilson by the shoulder with an icy palm. “But I am able to 

see the truth of you. And you’re nothing without me. ” He stands and faces the far wall as he finishes his 

thought. 

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” 

He turns, equipped with his sinisterly curved lips, “I think you do.” 

The man turns again towards the wall and begins pacing as if he were performing a macabre ceremony. 

Wilson edges himself gently away from his visitor and toward the shattered window. 

“I’m the reason you ever made anything worthwhile of yourself. Of ourselves,” the man rambles, “You 

did nothing to help us achieve our potential. You’re a waste of matter. Our mother’s right about you.” 

Wilson has his back against the wall below the window. 

“I know.” 

The man pivots. Wilson stands with bellicosity, opposing the man with the pointed glass fragment in his 

grasp. 

“You know what will happen if you kill me, don’t you?” the man says, fearfully eyeing the shard. 

“Why else would I be doing it?” 

Wilson plunges the reflective dagger into the flesh of the man. Spurting outward from the wound, cracks 

begin to riddle his form. His pieces fall and break into a sand-like dust that carries itself through the window. 



Wilson lies back on the hardwood. We see the shard of glass jutting out of his abdomen, as blood pours 

itself from his body. His lips coil up, stretching the folds of his face into a wicked yet genuine smile. 


